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The relative extremal index of a stationary sequence {X,} with respect to a stationary sequence {XL} is 
defined as a number 0 < 8 < CO such that for every sequence u,, 
( cc ) ( 
B 
p p,yn x, s 4 -P max x;=su, +o 
) 
as n+w. 
,=%,=?I 
This concept generalizes both the notion of the extremal index and a phantom distribution function. 
Criteria of existence are given. The main tools are asymptotic multiplicative representations for 
P(max,,,,,t X, s u,). 
AMS 1980 Subject Classifications: 60G10, 60F15. 
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1. The concept 
Let {X, : n E N} and {XL : n E N} be stationary sequences of random variables. Define 
M,, = maxlsksn &, n EN, and similarly ML. 
We shall say that the sequence {X,} has the relative extremal index 0 with respect 
to {Xi} if O<Btco and 
SU~IP(M,~~)-P(M:,~~)~I~O as n+co. (1.1) 
utW’ 
Write {X,} -’ {XL}. This relation has an obvious meaning: if {X,,} -’ {XL}, then 
the asymptotic properties of laws of M,, are completely determined by those for 
ML. Further, if {XL} is an i.i.d. or exchangeable sequence, then {X,,} -’ {X’,} 
provides information about necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence 
in law of suitably normalized and centered M,,‘s and about possible limit laws. It 
should be noted that relation (1.1) arises naturally in some problems - an interesting 
example, due to Rootzen (1988), is given in the end of this section. 
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In general, formula (1.1) does not determine uniquely the value of 0. The relative 
extremal index of {X,,} with respect to {Xk} is well-defined by (1.1) iff one can find 
a subsequence {n’} = IY and real numbers {v,,} such that 
P(A&S v,,) + (Y (1.2) 
for some (Y, 0 < (Y < 1. Moreover, for any such sequence {v,,}, (1.1) implies 
0 = lim 
log P(M”. S v,,) 
n’+m log P(ML. =S v,,) . (1.3) 
The idea of the relative extremal index generalizes two other structural concepts 
of the Extreme Value Limit Theory. 
Definition 1.1. The extremal index due to Leadbetter. Perfecting the ideas of Loynes 
(1965) and O’Brien (1974a), Leadbetter (1983) defined the extremal index of a 
stationary sequence {XJ as a number 0, 0 s 0 s 1, such that for all r> 0, 
P(A4, S ~,(r))+e-‘~ (1.4) 
whenever 
nP(X,> u,(T))+ T. (1.5) 
Let {Xn : n E N} be the associated sequence for {X,,}, i.e. X,,‘s are i.i.d. with the same 
marginal distributions as X,, : 2(X,,) =2(X,,). Then (1.5) means P(A%,, < U,(T)) -+ 
e -’ and (1.4) and (1.5) imply 
P(M,~U,)-P(iC~~u,)B+o (1.6) 
at least for sequences u, = u,(r) defined by (1.5). 
In fact, Leadbetter (1983) proved (1.6) for all sequences {u,}, provided 6 > 0. It 
follows that (1.1) is satisfied and the extremal index 0 > 0 is our relative extremal 
index of {Xn} with respect to its associated sequence {X,,}. 
Definition 1.2. Following O’Brien (1987) we call any distribution function G 
satisfying 
P(M,, s u,) - G( u,)~ + 0 (1.7) 
for all sequences {u,}, a phantom distribution function for {Xn}. Notice that G is 
not uniquely determined. 
Let {XL} be an i.i.d. sequence with marginals given by G. Then (1.7) is equivalent 
to (1.1) with 0 = 1, i.e. {Xn} has a phantom distribution function iff it has the relative 
extremal index 0 = 1 with respect to some i.i.d. sequence. 
From the point of view of limit theorems existence of afull sequence {u,} such that 
G(v,)“+a for some (Y, O<a<l, (1.8) 
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is much more interesting than (1.3) only. By a well-known observation due to 
O’Brien (1974a) (see also Leadbetter et al., 1983, p. 24) such a sequence 0, exists iff 
G(G,-)=l and . 
1 -G(x) 
&pa- 1- G(x-) = ” (1.9) 
where 
G, = sup{x: G(x) < 1). (1.10) 
Say that G is regular (in the sense of O’Brien) if (1.9) is fulfilled. 
Our main criterion gives a complete description of sequences possessing regular 
phantom distribution functions. 
Theorem 1.3. A stationary sequence {X,,} has a regularphantom distribution function 
if and only zf there is a sequence {v,} such that the following condition holds: 
B&V,): SUP IP(M,+,~v,)-P(M,~v,)P(M,~v,)l~O as n+a; 
PAEN 
(1.11) 
and for some a, 0 < a < 1, 
P(M, < v,) + CY. (1.12) 
Moreover, given a sequence {v,} satisfying both (1.12) and B&v,), a regular 
phantom distribution function G can be constructed explicitly: If F(x) = P(X, s x) and 
* _ max{ vk : 1 G k s n, vk < F*} if this set is non-empty, 
v, - 
inf{ 0, : n E N} otherwise, 
(1.13) 
we set 
ifx<v:, 
ifv;~x<v;+,, 
ifxasup{vE: nEN}. 
(1.14) 
Proof. We shall prove necessity of (1.11) and (1.12), deferring the rest of the proof 
to Section 3. 
Suppose that {X,,} has a regular phantom distribution function G. Fix (Y E (0, 1). 
By regularity of G, there exists a sequence {v,} such that G”(v,) + (Y. Hence (1.12) 
holds. In order to check B&v,) for {X,,}, it is enough to prove that 
p(MP”+.” ~v,)-P(Mp~~vv,)P(Mq~~vv,)+O (1.15) 
for every pair p,,, q,, of sequences of positive integers. Observe, that G( v,) + 1, hence 
one can find a sequence {k,} tending to infinity so slowly that still Gkn(v,) + 1. If 
p,,, s k,, along a subsequence {n’} c N, then 
P(Mp~,~v,+=P(M,~,~v,~)=Gk~(~,)+o(l)+l, 
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hence also 
P(MPn.+4n.s u,,) - P(M,,,.S v,o + 0, 
and (1.15) holds along {n’}. 
So without loss of generality we can assume that p,, > k, and qn > k, for every 
n E N. In particular, both P,, and qn tend to infinity. By the definition of a phantom 
distribution function, 
p(MP”+% 5 v,) = Gp,+4~(~,)+o(1) 
= GP*$un)G4”(~,,)+o(1) 
=(P(M,,,,~~,)+o(l))(P(M,~~~v,)+o(l))+o(l) 
= P(M,,H 5 v,)P(M,,~ d v,) +0(l), 
i.e. (1.15) (-B&v,) for {X,}) holds. 0 
In fact, we have proved: 
Corollary 1.4. Zf {X,} has a phantom distribution function and {v,} is such that 
P( M, s v,) + cy, for some O< cy < 1, then B,(Q) holds for {X,}. q 
Let us define 
cti = inf{x: P( M, I x) 2 e-‘}. (1.16) 
Under different mixing assumptions, O’Brien (1987, Theorem 4.1) proved that G 
defined by (1.14) with (Y = eF’ and vx = fi,, is a regular phantom distribution function 
for {X,}. 
Our theorem improves O’Brien’s result in two aspects: 
(a) We turn the attention to necessity. 
(b) We deal with an arbitrary sequence {u,} satisfying (1.11) and (1.12). 
Given formula (1.14) a criterion of the existence of the relative extremal index 
follows easily. 
Theorem 1.5. Assume there is a sequence {v,} such that P(M:,G v,)+ (Y’, where 
0 < a’< 1, and condition B&v,,) is satisfied for {XL}. 
Then there exists 0, 0 < 8 <CO, such that {X,,} has the relative extremal index 0 with 
respect to {XL} if and only if {X,} satisjies B&u,) and for some (Y, 0 < (Y < 1, one 
has P( M,, G v,) + CL 
Zn such a case 
0 = log ff /log a!‘. (1.17) 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3, {Xk} has a regular phantom distribution function, say G’. 
If {X,} -a {XL}, then by Definition (l.l), G = (G’)’ is a regular phantom distribution 
function for {X,}. By (1.3), P(M,, G v,)+ (Y =(a’)‘. And Condition B&v,) holds 
for {X,} by Corollary 1.4. 
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To prove the converse part, assume that P(M,, s v,) + (Y for some LY E (0,l) and 
that B&u,) holds for {X,,}. By Theorem 1.3 both {X,} and {Xl,} admit phantom 
distribution functions G and G’, respectively, given by formula (1.14), with (Y 
replaced by (Y’ in the latter case. If 0 is defined by (1.17), then G= (G’)e and (1.1) 
follows by Definition 1.2 of a phantom distribution function. 0 
Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 contain existing results in the area. It should be noted, 
however, that there are other classes of stationary sequences for which the relative 
extremal index can be calculated, as well. An example is given in Section 4, after 
some machinery is introduced in Section 3. Here we give an interesting illustration 
of the ideas developed above. 
Example 1.6 (an adaptation of Rootzen, 1988). Let {Xk}kEN be max-regenerative, 
i.e. there exist integer-valued random variables 0 < S, < S, < . . . such that: 
l Y0 = S,, Y, = S, - S,,, YZ = SZ - S, , . . . are independent with Y, , YZ, . . . identi- 
cally distributed. 
l X& = maxO<k=SO X,, Xi = maxs++ X,, . . . are independent, with Xi, 
Xi,... identically distributed. 
There are naturally arising examples of such sequences, including instantaneous 
functions of certain Harris recurrent Markov chains, or, more generally, of regenera- 
tive sequences - see Asmussen (1987, Chapter VI) for details. 
Suppose we may neglect the influence of the null cycle: 
P(X;>ML)+O as n+a, 
and that the regeneration occurs after a finite average time: 
p=EY,<+co. 
Then, by the law of large numbers 
Y1+Y,+...+Y, 
+ /1 a.s., 
n 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
hence, heuristically, Mr,P1 can be replaced by ML. In fact, Theorem 3.1 of Rootzen 
(1988) shows that 
suplP(M,<x)-P(M:,<x)“‘“(+O, 
x 
i.e. {X,} has the relative extremal index l/p with respect to its regenerating sequence. 
2. Discussion of mixing conditions 
This section provides a technical background for main results of the paper. We 
establish some equivalent forms of mixing properties of the sequence {M,} with 
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respect to a given sequence {a,} of numbers. For T > 0 let us introduce the following 
condition 
Be: max IP(M,+,~v,)-P(M,~v,)P(M,~v,)I-,O as n-+co. 
j+ks[Tn] 
(2.1) 
Setting formally T = co we get condition B,(v,) defined in the previous section. 
Recently O’Brien (1987) has considered stationary sequences having ‘asymptotic 
independence of maxima’ with respect to a sequence {v,} (AIM(v,)): 
IllaXXi~V,, max 
,Sj ;+yn<rsj+k+q 
xi s v, 
> 
-P(k,j~&,)P(bf,~t$,) 
n 
+O as n+co, (2.2) 
where the maximum is taken over all j and k with the properties j 2 qn, k 2 q,,, 
j + k + qn 6 n and {q,,} is a sequence of non-negative integers, q,, = o(n). 
Notice that B,(v,) is a little bit stronger than AIM(v,). In most applications, 
however, qn is such that P(M,,z s v,) + 1. Under this condition AIM( v,) and B,( v,) 
are equivalent. Bearing in mind that AIM(v,) is the verifiable form of our mixing 
assumption, we prefer B,(Q), for it effects in breaking probabilities into products 
without inconvenient separation of blocks. 
An example on p. 287 of O’Brien (1987) shows that AIM(v,) (hence practically: 
B,( v,)) is weaker than commonly used in Extreme Value Limit Theory Leadbetter’s 
(1974) condition D(v,): there are constants {cy,,,} with LY,,,~,,~+O as n + 00, for all 
h > 0, such that 
IP(W - P(A)P(B)I s a,,~, 
for all sets A of the form {Xi, s v,, . . . , Xi, s v,} and sets B of the form {Xi, < 
t&Y.. * , X,.CV,,} with l<i,< **a <i,<j,< **a <j,.<n and j,-i,zZ. So for 
checking B,(v,) one can use all tools developed in Galambos (1978), Leadbetter 
et al. (1983) and O’Brien (1987). 
For sequences {X,} with the AIM(v,) property (and satisfying some additional 
conditions, e.g. sup nP(X, > v,) < +a), O’Brien found an asymptotic representation 
of P(M, G v,) in the exponential form: 
P(M,su,)-exp(-nP(X,,>v,, M,a<vv,))+O as n+a, (2.3) 
where {r,,} is a suitably chosen sequence of non-negative integers (if r,, = 0, we set 
M,, = -00). 
For our purposes a stronger result is necessary. 
Proposition 2.1. There exists a sequence {r”} of non-negative integers such that 
r,,s Ten and 
max IP(M,Gv,)-exp(-kP(X,,> v,, M,Gv,))I+O as n+oo, (2.4) 
l=k=z[T.n] 
ifand only zfP(X,,> v,)+O and BT(o,,) holds. 
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Moreover, if {r,,} satisfies (2.4) then necessarily 
P(M,,,sv,)+l. (2.5) 
Proof. Necessity: Condition (2.4) implies B,(v,), easily. Substituting in (2.4) k = 1, 
we see that 
l-P(X,>u,)aexp(-P(X,>v,))+o(l). 
This implies P(X,> v,) + 0. Further, observe that for each k s r,,, 
X, > v,, max Xis 21, 
jciGj+r, 
= kP(X,> v,, M, s v,). 
Hence, letting in (2.4) k = r,,, we get 
l-P(M,n>vv,)=exp(-r,P(XO>v,, M,n~vu,))+o(l) 
~exp(-P(Mrn > v,))+o(lL 
(2.6) 
and, again, P( M,. > v,) + 0. 
Suficiency: Assume P(X,> v,) + 0 and Br(u,). First we shall prove that whenever 
P( M,, G v,) + 1 then for every sequence k, =G T. n, 
P(M,“~v,,)*exp(-k;P(X,,>v,, M,,z~v,))+o(l). (2.7) 
Define M( k : I) = maxkcjs, X, for k < 1 and M( k : I) = --OO for k 2 1. Let us introduce 
events A,i = {Xi s v,} and 
ALi = {Xi S v,} U {Xi+, > V,} U . . . U {Xi+,. > Vn} 
= Ani u A”,,i+, u . . . u A’,,i+, . 
Observe that for every 0 G j < k, 
={M(k:k+r,,)>v,}. 
It follows that 
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This in turn implies that for Osj,, s k,, s I,, s [nT], 
P( ;=b+, Abi) =P( $+, Ani) +0(l) 
=P(M,n_j,,sv,)+o(l) 
= P(M&,“G v,)*P(M,>,_je s t&)+0(1) 
=P(i=~+,A:,;)P(i=~+,A:,)+o(l), 
i.e. BT(u,) being valid for {A,,} is transformed into 
Similarly 
Since also P((Ak,)‘) = P(Xi> v,, M(i: i+r,)s v,)=P(Xo> u,, M,. G v,), we can 
rewrite (2.7) as 
(2.9) 
Noticing that P(ALi) a P(A,i) = P(Xo G v,) + 1, we get the above inequality from 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let {AI,: 1 c is k,, n EN} be an array of events satisfying (2.8) and 
such that min,,isk,, P(Ak,) -+ 1. Then (2.9) holds. 
Proof. Our assumptions constitute a part of what is presumed in Lemma 3.2 of 
Jakubowski and Kobus (1989). But an inspection of the proof of this lemma 
(inequality (3.21) on p. 226) shows that it is just enough for (2.9) to hold. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.1 (continued). The proof will be complete if we are able to 
derive the converse inequality to (2.7) for some sequence {r,,} satisfying (2.5). 
It suffices to find for every Q E N a sequence {r, = r,, (0)) such that 
P(Mrm > v,)~ Q-‘+0(l) 
and for any k, s T. n, 
To do this let us define 
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Suppose P( Mrm, > v,,) < l/Q along a subsequence {n’} = N. Then r,,, = [ n’T] and 
by (2.6) for any k,, G [ n’T], 
1102 P(fvfcn~, > u,,) 2 k,.P(X,> II,,, lynq =s u,,). 
Hence 
sexp(--k,,P(X,> u,,,, M1,~rl~ v,,))+l/Q, 
i.e. (2.10) holds along {n’}. 
So we may assume that P(M,,, > v,) > l/Q, n E N. Since P(X, > 0,) + 0, we have 
lim,,, P(M,,E > v, j = l/Q. Choose an integer W such that eew s l/Q. Let N, c N 
consist of those numbers n for which k, > QWr,,. If n E N, , let qn = k, - QWr,. 
Suppose N, is infinite and assume for notational convenience that N, = lV. Then by 
BAG), 
P(M,,,cv,)=P(M,~v,)QWxP(M,“~vv,)+o(l) 
s P(M,,, =s v,)Q”+o(l) 
+(l-l/Q)Qw~e~W~l/Q, 
and inequality (2.10) holds along N, . If N, is finite, we have k, s QWr, for n large 
enough. For such n denote U,, = [k,/r,,], q,, = k, - U; r,. Then we can estimate 
similarly as O’Brien (1987, Corollary 2.2): 
P(W,, s n,) = P(M,, c i#.P(% s u,)+o(l) (by BT(G)) 
sexp(-U;P(M,,,>v,)-P(M,“>vu,))+o(l) 
sexp(-(K.r,+q,)P(XO> u,, M,,,s v,))+o(l) (by (2.6)). 
This proves the proposition. q 
Remark 2.3. It is easy to see that in definition (2.11) of r,, we could use any 
0 < T’s T instead of T. So if B,( v,) is satisfied one can define r,, as for T = 1 and 
the proof still works. 
The asymptotic uniform representation given by (2.4) has consequences that are 
especially useful in our considerations. 
Proposition 2.4. If for some T > 0, 
lim inf P( MrnT., s v,) > 0 
n+m 
then 
P( ML,,, s v,) - P(M[,,, s u,,)“~ + 0 
uniformly in t E [0, T] zfand only if condition BT(v,) holds. 
(2.12) 
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Proposition 2.5. Suppose 
O<liminfP(M,~v,)~limsupP(M,~z: )<l. 
n-CC II-CC 
Then the following items are equivalent: 
(i) For each T > 0 condition BT(vn) holds. 
(ii) Condition B,( v,) is satisfied. 
(iii) P( ML,,=, < v,) admits the Asymptotic Multiplicative Representation on [0, a): 
(2.13) 
Proofs of Propositions 2.4 and 2.5. Necessity of BT(vn) in Proposition 2.4 and the 
chain of implications (iii)+(ii)+(i) in Proposition 2.5 are obvious. 
Let us assume B7(v,). We claim that P(Xo> v,) + 0. Indeed, by B7(v,) we have 
for each q, 
lim inf P( McnTI G v,) < lim inf P(MLLnTl,ql G v,,)~ 
n-oc n+cc 
Slim inf P(X,G v,)~. (2.14) 
“+@Z 
Now lim inf,,, P(ML,TI< v,) > 0 implies lim inf,,, P(X,< v,) = 1. Hence we can 
apply Proposition 2.1. Let {r,,} be as in this proposition. Define 
c, = exp(-P(X,> u,,, M,. G v,)). 
BY (2.4), 
P( ML,,,, G v,) - c[,n’n’ = P( ML,,,, c v,) - (~[,n’+“~~“[~~~ + 0 
for every sequence {tn} of numbers, 0. < tn G T, and fixed to> 0. If to = T, we have 
crnT’ = P( MrHT1 < v,) + o( 1) and since P( MI,T.I G v,) 2 T> 0 for n large enough, we 
g:t an equivalent form of (2.12), i.e. 
P(~,,J c v,) - P(&,,,s v,) ‘JT+ 0 
for every sequence {t,}, 0s t, G T. 
We have already proved Proposition 2.4. To prove the remaining implication 
(i)=$(iii) in Proposition 2.5, let us repeat the above considerations for to= 1 and 
observe that 
uniformly on each interval [0, T]. Take E > 0 and let Q E FY be such that 
lim sup P( M,, s v,,)~ < E. 
n-C.2 
BY JWv,), if t> 
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for n large enough. For such n, 
either, and we see that as n + CO, 
Remark 2.6. In some problems (e.g. convergence in law of maxima) it is more 
natural to consider mixing conditions allowing ‘to break probabilities’ for a family 
of levels {v,(/3): p E B} but on bounded intervals only. In fact this situation is 
covered by the preceeding theory as we can see from the proposition below. 
Proposition 2.7. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) For some 0 < (Y < 1, there exists a sequence { ZI, = II,, (a)} such that P( A4, s u,) + 
CY and B,( v,) holds for {X,}. 
(ii) One canjind a sequence {u,(a)} as in (i) for each a E (0,l). 
(iii) 7here exist: 
- a sequence {a, : q E N} of positive numbers decreasing to zero, 
_ an array {v,(q): n, q E kJ} of numbers, 
such that for each q E FL!, 
lim P(A4, S v,(q)) = aq and condition B,( o, (q)) holds. (2.15) 
n-cc 
Proof. To see (i)*(ii), choose 0 < (Y’< 1 and set t = log a/log (Y’. By representation 
(2.13) 
P( M, c qnt,) = P( Mr,q =G D[ntl)(“‘[nt’) + o( 1) + ,(“r) = (Y’. 
Eventually we note that B&z+,,,) = B&u,). The implication (ii)*(iii) is obvious, 
so let us suppose (iii). We may assume (Y, < 1. Choose (Y, 1 > cx > (pi and define 
tq = log LX/log cyq. 
Clearly, 1 > t, \ 0. By Proposition 2.4, condition (2.15) implies for each q E k4, 
P(q”t,Q,(q))-+O 
uniformly in t E [0, 11. Hence one can find integers N, < N2 < - - * < N, < * * * such 
that Pe(n, t):=P(ML,,,~v,(q))-cy~ satisfy 
sup sup I&(n, t)l s l/q. 
nz=N, tc[o,l] 
For n E IV, let q = q(n) be such that N, =G n < N,,, . We have 
p(kfI,,,s t+n,lql(q)) = (~bq)[n’1’(fq”n’fq1’+P4([nlt,l, [ntl [nlt,l)~ 
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When n+oo, the first summand on the right-hand side tends to LY’ uniformly in 
t E [O, +a). 
Choose T > 0 and let Q be so large that T- tq s 1. If n is large enough, q(n) 2 Q 
and [nt]/[n/tg] s 1 whenever t G T. Since also [n/r,] L N4, we conclude that the 
absolute value of the second term does not exceed l/q(n) + 0, provided t s T. Hence, 
letting 
0, = t+,,,Jq) if & c n < N,+r 
we get 
P(%,,, G U,)--(Y’+O 
uniformly in I E [0, T], for every T > 0. In particular, P(M, 6 v,) --, (Y and we may 
apply Proposition 2.5(i) in order to get B&v,,). q 
The above proposition can be used to clarify the connections between our preferred 
condition B&u,) and conditions used in the literature (e.g. Leadbetter et al., 1983). 
First, it is mentioned in Leadbetter et al. (1983, p. 293ff) that the minimal property 
we need in limit theorems for maxima is ‘breaking’: 
for each k=2,3,.... Hence in all proofs it is enough to assume B,(u,) instead of 
conditions like D,(v,) - as far as we deal with maxima only. This remark allows 
us to discuss two known results using B,-type conditions, while originally they were 
proved under D,‘s. 
In analysis of both results we aim at proving (via Proposition 2.7), that a family 
of mixing conditions can be replaced by one condition of the form B,( u,), for some 
{VA. 
Suppose that {M,} suitably centered and normalized is convergent in law to some 
distribution function H: 
P(M,,~a,x+b,)-+ H(x) 
on some dense subset D c [w’. Further, let for each x E Dhl = D n {x: 0 < H(x) < l} 
condition B,(a,x+ b,) is fulfilled. If H has no atom in its left end (i.e. H(,H) = 0, 
where .+H = inf{x: H(x) > 0}), then (2.15) is satisfied and B,(a,,x + b,) holds for all 
x E DH. The relation H(, H) = 0 can be derived directly, but we may use a result 
due to Leadbetter (1974) asserting that H must be max-stable (hence - continuous) 
whenever it is non-degenerated. 
The assumptions of the next proposition are motivated by Leadbetter’s (1983) 
criterion for the existence of the (ordinary) extremal index. Recall that the marginal 
distribution function of {X,,} is regular - in the sense of (1.9) - if for each 7 > 0 
one can find a sequence U,(T) such that 
nP(X, > U,(7)) + 7. (2.16) 
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Proposition 2.8. Suppose X, has a regular distribution function. Let {u,(r)} denotes 
a sequence satisfying (2.16). 
(i) Zffor each 7 from some dense subset SC [w+\(O) condition B,(u,(T)) holds, 
then BT( u,( 7)) is satisjied for all T > 0 and T > 0. 
(ii) Zl in addition, for some T,, > 0, 
lim sup P(iW, s U,(T~)) < 1, 
n+m 
then for each T > 0, condition B,( U, (7)) holds. 
Proof. Notice that by Lemma 2.2, lim inf,,, P(ZW,, G u,,(r)) 2 em7> 0. Hence we 
can use Proposition 2.4 for checking condition B7( U, (7)). Fix T > 0 and TO > 0 and 
choose T’, T”E S in such a way that 
T’/ T < To < T”/ T. 
By definition (2.16), 
so at least for n large enough, u,(T~) S uI,&T’). Similarly, we may assume that 
U[,,]( 7”) s u,( To). This implies 
P(M, G U,,,,(r”)) s P(M, G t&(70)) G P(& G U&T’)), kEN. 
Moreover, if k s [ nT], 
P(M, s u[,~,(+)) - P(M, G u[,~,(+‘)) 
c [nT]P(u&+‘) <XI < U&T’)) = T”- T’+ 0( 1). 
Let t, E [0, T], n EN. Choosing T” and T’ as close as desired, we see that 
both P( Mr,c, c u, ( T,,)) and P( MrnTl C u, ( T~))(‘~‘~) can be approximated by 
P(Mt,T.(l,,,rn~ u,,,,(T’)) and P(Mt,,Is u~,~j(.r’))“~‘~‘, respectively. BY %(u,(~‘)), 
the difference between the two last expressions tends to zero. So BT(u,(~J) holds. 
To prove (ii) observe that by the first part and by Proposition 2.5 it is enough to 
prove that lim SUP,,~ P( M, G u, (T)) < 1 for every T> 0. Let T> 0 be such that 
To/ T < 7. Similarly as above we get U,(T) =s u~,,~,(T,,) for n large enough, hence 
lim sup P(M, s U,(T)) 6 lim sup P(A4, G uL,Tl(~o)) 
n-a n-+00 
Glimsup P(M,s u,(~,))“‘~)<l. 0 
*-cc 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
Only sufficiency remains to be proved. Suppose that for some sequence (0,) of 
numbers condition B&U,) holds and 
P(M,~v,)+a, O<a<l. (3.1) 
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By Proposition 2.5, 
P(MI,,,~v,)-cz’+O as n+cc 
uniformly in t 2 0. 
(3.2) 
First we shall show that we may always replace {v,} by a non-decreasing sequence. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that (3.1) and (3.2) hold. De$ne 
2)*= 
i 
max{vk : 1 s k c n, vk < F.+} tf this set is non-empty, 
n 
inf{v,: nEN} otherwise, 
(3.3) 
where F is the distribution function of X,. Then (3.1) and (3.2) hold for {vz}, either. 
Proof. If v,,~z F.+ for infinitely many n’, then lim sup,,,, P(M,,.< v,,) = 1. Since 
P(M, < v,) + (Y < 1, we have for n large enough 
v,sv;<F*. (3.4) 
Let k, = min{ k s n: vk = 02). k, must tend to infinity; if not, k, = k, for n 2 n, and 
we have by (2.14), 
P(x,>v,)=P(x,>v~)~P(x,>v,)~o, 
i.e. vX 3 F.+ for n 3 n,, what is in contradiction with (3.4). So k,, + +OO and n/k,, 2 1. 
Again by (3.4), 
lim+Gf P( M, G uz) 2 lim inf P( M, < u,) = (Y. 
n+cc 
On the other hand, by (3.2), 
lim sup P( M, G vz) = lim sup P(A4, C vk,) 
n+‘x n-m 
=lim sup P(A4,” s Q)(~‘~~‘G a. 
n-CC 
Hence n/k, + 1 and we have already established (3.1) for {vf}. (3.2) follows 
immediately: 
= cz’+o(l) 
uniformly in t>O. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that {v,} is non-decreasing and that (3.1) and (3.2) aresatisjed. 
For an arbitrary sequence {u,} de$ne integers 
( 
1, if%<V,, 
m, = m, if v,cu,<v,+l, (3.5) 
n2, if u, 2 sup{u, : m E N}. 
Then 
P( A4, C 24”) - a(“‘*n)+ 0 as n+c0. (3.6) 
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Proof. If for infinitely many n’, U,,Z sup{v, : m E N), then by (3.2), 
P(M,,S U,,) 2 P(M,ss VC,,j2) 
= P(M@‘J2 d V(,#“‘-c o( 1) 
+ 1 = lim (y”‘lrnn,. 
fl’ 
If along some subsequence {n’} one has m,, s M, take numbers k,, 5 M, k,,+ ~0, 
n’/ k,,, + CO and then estimate 
So we can assume that for each n E N, v,~ s U, < u,?,+~ and that m, + 00. By the latter 
we can apply formula (3.2): 
CX(~‘“‘) = P( M, s v,?,) +o( 1) 
sP(M,,su,)+o(~) 
s P(M, c u,,+,)+o(l) 
= (y(n/m,,+l) +0(l). 
The proof of (3.6) is complete. 0 
Corollary 3.3. In assumptions of Lemma 3.2, the function 
0, lj-x<v,, 
G(x) = Q(“~), if v, 6 x < D,+, , 
1, ifx~sup{v,: nEN}. 
is a regular phantom distribution function for {X,,}. 
Proof. If u,” s u, < u,“+i then G(u,) = CX(“~,L) and by (3.6), 
G”(u,) = CX(~‘-)= P(M, c u,)+o(l). 0 
4. An example 
(3.7) 
We refer to Leadbetter (1983), Leadbetter and Rootzen (1988) and Rootzen (1988) 
for standard examples of calculation of the extremal index. 
Here we give an example of sequences that have the relative extremal index, but 
do not satisfy mixing conditions considered above. 
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Example 4.1. Let Y be a positive (with probability one) and non-degenerated 
random variable. Let 2 = Yr + Y2, where Y, and Y2 are independent copies of Y. 
Fix y > 0 and consider two random probability distribution functions F( w, x) and 
G(w, x) such that as x + 00, 
1- G(o, x) - Y(w)xmy as., 
l-F(w,x)-Z(~)X-~ a.s. 
If {X,,} and {Xk} are exchangeable sequences given by the kernels w warn F(w, .) 
and w H@ G(w, . ), respectively, then {X,,} has the relative extremal index 0 = 2 
with respect to {XL}. To see this, set 0, = n”? and observe that 
P(A4, s v,) = E(F(w, u,)“)+ E e-z 
and that 
P(Mk < v,)‘+ (E e-y)2 = E emz. 
If {u,} is an arbitrary sequence of numbers, approximate U, by u,~ s U, < zl,“+, and 
follow the proof of Lemma 3.2 to get 
P(A4, s IA,) - E e-“z’“n+ 0 
and similarly for P(Mk s u,,)~. 
Since Y is non-degenerated, both {X,,} and {Xk} do not satisfy condition B&u,) 
and they cannot have a phantom distribution function. 
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